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Marilyn Chin to give online poetry reading for Emory on
March 13 

Award-winning poet Marilyn Chin will read her funny, fearless, and feminist
works in an online reading, open to the public at no charge, on Sunday, March
13 at 3 p.m. for Women’s History Month. Her poems address immigrant life,
assimilation struggles, the conflict between traditional and modern life,
otherness and bullying, and more. 

Read more and register

Emory Libraries announce publishing agreement with
Cambridge University Press

Good news for Emory University researchers: They can publish their work open
access in all Cambridge University journals without paying a publishing cost,
thanks to an agreement between Emory Libraries and Cambridge University
Publishing. 

Learn more

Oxford exhibit on inclusive archives aims to inspire change
 

If you haven’t yet visited the Oxford Library exhibit “The Work is Never Finished:
Building an Inclusive Archive,” you’ll want to check it out. It features artifacts and
other archival materials, selected by the Oxford College Library special
collections and Libraries exhibits teams, that document the early days of Emory
and Oxford College and examine the legacies of slavery and dispossession that
still affect these institutions today.
 

Read more

March 27 event with Isabel Wilkerson goes virtual
 

The One Book, One Read conversation with “Caste” author Isabel Wilkerson, a
former Emory professor, on Sunday, March 27, will be an online event, according
to presenter Atlanta Fulton Public Library Foundation. “A Conversation with
Isabel Wilkerson, author of ‘Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents’” will begin at
3 p.m.; Emory Libraries is a sponsor of this event. 
 

Register now
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